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Abstract—This study examined smartphone user behaviors and their relation to self-reported smartphone addiction. Thirty-four users who did not own smartphones were given instrumented iPhones that logged all phone use over the course of the year-long study. At the conclusion of the study, users were asked to rate their level of addiction to the device. Sixty-two percent agreed or strongly agreed that they were addicted to their iPhones. These users showed differentiated smartphone use as compared to those users who did not indicate an addiction. Eighty-two percent of users spent twice as much time on their phone and launched applications much more frequently (nearly twice as often) as compared to the non-addicted users. Mail, Messaging, Facebook and the Web drove this use. Surprisingly, Games did not show any difference between addicted and non-addicted users. Addicted users showed significantly lower time-per-interaction than did non-addicted users for Mail, Facebook and Messaging applications. One addicted user reported that his addiction was problematic, and his use data was beyond three standard deviations from the upper hinge. The implications of the relationship between the logged and self-report data are discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Smartphone use is becoming ubiquitous. According to recent statistics, over one billion people worldwide own at least one of these devices [1] and they use them for a wide number of tasks, from placing a phone call to checking email, surfing the web, and listening to music [2]. These technologies have been adopted at a rate faster than any other in history [3] and the web is currently accessed more from smartphones than any other type of device [4].

The iPhone and similar smartphones have been described as addictive technologies [5]. Survey-based research has shown that many respondents would give up brushing their teeth, having sex, exercising, wearing shoes, showering, and eating chocolate instead of living without their iPhone for the same period of time [6]. There have been a number of empirical studies relevant to addiction to smartphones (see [7] for a review) and the prevalence of mobile phone addiction varies widely from study to study, with mobile phone addiction rates reported in the range of 0-38%, depending on the study and the scale used [7]. Researchers also differ in the extent to which mobile phone addiction is actually problematic. Some argue that mobile phone usage is rewarding and, like any other rewarded behavior, the addiction to mobile phones is quite prevalent, but not problematic [8]. This line of thought suggests that smartphones, like the internet, provide access to addictive content (e.g., cybersex, gaming, etc.) but are not the source of the addiction itself [9,10,11]. Other researchers suggest that mobile phone addiction is problematic and the use and abuse of the technologies can be detrimental [12,13,14,15].

The variability in the literature regarding smartphone addiction has been attributed to the vagueness of the conceptualization of technology addiction [7,16] and problems associated with confounding behaviors and consequences in clinical studies [17]. Primarily, research applied to understanding smartphone addiction has leveraged survey-based and other ethnographic methods. Indeed, over 18 different scales have been developed to assess the psychological variables underlying the addiction to mobile phones. Most of these scales have been noted as problematic to at least some degree (see [17] for an analysis). Because of the difficulty in exactly defining addiction, some researchers have adopted less controversial descriptions of these behaviors, including “problematic mobile phone usage” and “smartphone dependency”. Although these descriptions do not carry some of the negative connotations associated with the clinical label of addiction, we chose to use the term precisely because it describes behaviors that are at once reinforcing and potentially problematic.

Self-reports about smartphone use are commonly used in these clinical studies to ascertain the behaviors and consequences associated with participants’ levels of smartphone usage. Yet, there are noted problems with the accuracy of self-reports in general [18] and with recalling behaviors associated with smartphone usage in particular (e.g., compared with how they actually used their phones according to telemetric data [19]). Although the literature is replete with clinical studies of mobile phone addiction assessing individual differences in its onset and manifestation levels, few studies provide a realistic examination of behaviors associated with the addiction captured with logged (telemetric) data.

The purpose of this study was to address this shortcoming with a naturalistic and longitudinal analysis of smartphone addiction using a blended approach including both survey and telemetric data. We took an in-depth look at 34 undergraduate students and how they used their smartphone over the course of one year. All of their real usage was recorded via an unobtrusive, in-device logger to reveal patterns associated with potentially addictive behaviors associated with the technology. These data were complemented with survey responses to understand each user’s (self-perceived) addiction levels.
and how those manifested in real-world usage patterns. Such an understanding can be helpful for assessing the severity of smartphone addiction and providing a more precise assessment of the specific aspects of smartphones that could be particularly addictive.

A. Research Questions

This exploratory study examined the existence of smartphone addiction across applications on users’ devices. We were interested in two fundamental questions. First, how does self-reported smartphone addiction relate to monthly smartphone use? We hypothesized that self-reported addicts and non-addicts would have different frequency of use patterns, with addicts using their devices more frequently and for longer durations. Second, are there ways to assess addictive behaviors via logged (telemetric) data?

II. METHODS

This study applied a quasi-experimental approach using naturalistic and longitudinal usage data collected over a one-year period. A full description of the broader methodology used in this study is described by [19].

A. Participants

A total of 34 students (19 male, 15 female) participated in the research. These students had diverse academic majors, socioeconomic levels, and ethnicities. Ten of the participants attended a community college and the other 24 students attended a major university in Houston, Texas. We purposefully selected students that did not previously own a smartphone to control for experience with the device. However, all participants owned a laptop and used computers frequently for collegiate studies. All students maintained grade point averages (GPAs) over 3.25.

B. Materials and Measures

iPhones that ran iOS 3.1.3 were provided to each subject free of charge over the one year study period. A custom logger [20], which operated as a background process and did not interrupt usage, was installed on each iPhone. Data were automatically captured every night with no user interaction. The data we collected included all application launches, the duration of the application launches, and the number of contacts in each participant’s Contacts application. Most of the social data collected (contacts, text messages, email, phone calls, etc.) were obfuscated to negate privacy concerns.

A 15-question survey, the Smartphone Addiction Measurement Instrument (SAMI), modeled after the Cellular Phone Addiction Scale (CPAS; [21]) and Internet Addiction Test (IAT; [22]) was administered at the end of the year-long study (Table 1). Participants rated each item on a 5-point Likert scale ranging from never (1) to always (5). The IAT is a well-known instrument validated psychometrically across cultures [23, 24] and the CPAS has also been used in several countries [21]. It should be noted that both scales are somewhat dated; thus, the authors made substantial changes to the items. Additionally, open-ended questions and yes/no questions were also included in the survey to help interpret some of the logged data and understand the nature of any reported addiction. We refrained from introducing novel interfaces, experimenter-constructed tasks, and research-related meetings over the course of the study in order to decrease participant reactivity.

C. Procedure

After completion of an IRB approved consent form, smartphones were distributed to participants. The phones had unlimited text messaging and data services, along with 450 rollover minutes of voice service. Participants were not told how to use their device and no information on the specific purpose of the study was given, except that we were recording their usage data in an anonymized manner to understand smartphone usage. Participants were required to use the instrumented iPhones as their primary mobile phone during the entire one-year study period. At the end of the year, we administered the addiction survey. Students who completed the study were allowed to keep the iPhone as added compensation for their participation.

III. RESULTS

A total of 21 of the 34 participants (62%) agreed or strongly agreed they were addicted to their iPhones. We grouped these users together based on their agreement to at least some level of addiction to their smartphones and labeled this group “SA” for Self-reported Addiction. Of these 21 participants, 12 were male and nine were female.

The other 13 participants (i.e., NAs for Non-Addicts) did not agree at any level that they were addicted to their iPhones (i.e., they strongly disagreed, disagreed, or neither agreed or disagreed). Seven of these users were male and the other six were female. We did not find any notable differences in the demographics within either of these groups.

One participant within the SA group considered his addiction problematic and, as we describe in more detail below, his usage data was considered outlying. We removed his data from the comparative analyses between SAs and NAs, but focus on his usage in a separate section. Every other user in the SA reported his or her addiction was not problematic.

SAs differed from NAs in responses to several items on the SAMI, primarily in their perceived ability to control the craving to check their devices and their desire to spend as much time as possible on the device (Table 1). SAs also perceived more anxiety when they could not turn on their devices or check their favorite app. Many items did not yield differences. For instance, participants generally agreed their iPhones were difficult to turn off once on and useful for withdrawal/escape.

A. Differences in recorded usage

The self-reported addicts (SAs) and non-addicts (NAs) both used their phones frequently over the year-long study period. As can be seen in Table 2, SAs spent twice as much time on their phone compared to NAs. The former also launched applications much more frequently (nearly twice as often) compared to their NA peers. This difference is not driven by the number of applications installed by users as there were not significant differences between SAs and NAs in the number of applications installed.
In order to understand these differences between SAs and NAs, some applications were grouped based on category as defined by Apple for parsimony. For example, all gaming applications were combined. Independent t-tests with Scheffe adjustments for multiple comparisons revealed a small subset of highly-used applications was used more by SAs according to our logged data (Table 2). SAs launched Mail, Facebook, Messages, and Safari much more frequently than NAs and spent more time on Mail, Facebook, Entertainment and Safari as compared to NAs.

Applications within categories such as Games and Education did not discriminate user groups, though SA and NA differences in the duration of game use approached the .05 alpha significance level ($p = .06$).

In order to better understand how four of these specific applications were accessed longitudinally, Time per Interaction (TPI) rates were calculated for Mail, Facebook, Safari, and Messages applications and analyzed for each user. TPIs represent the number of seconds users spent on particular applications for each launch (TPI = Duration in Seconds / # Launches). Lower TPIs reflect application usage that is shorter in duration and more frequently launched. Conversely, longer duration usage with less frequent application launches would yield higher TPI. NAs show higher TPI for Mail ($p<.015$), Facebook ($p<.001$) and Messaging ($P<.001$), while no difference between NAs and SAs exist for Safari TPI ($p=.63$). TPIs across the duration of the study are shown in Figure 1.

### Table I. Addiction items and responses by self-identified addicted (SA) and non-addicted (NA) individuals. Responses are on a 5 point scale, where 5 is "strongly agree".

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>SA</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>NA</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>p*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inability to Control Craving: You have been told that you spend too much time on your smartphone</td>
<td>4.14</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>3.92</td>
<td>1.89</td>
<td>.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You find yourself engaged on the smartphone for longer period of time than intended</td>
<td>3.31</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>3.49</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You can never spend enough time on your smartphone</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td>1.43</td>
<td>2.10</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You have attempted to spend less time on your smartphone but are unable to</td>
<td>3.17</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>2.35</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You can control when you check applications</td>
<td>2.71</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>3.92</td>
<td>1.81</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Checking your smartphone satisfies a recurring urge</td>
<td>3.02</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table II. Usage data mean differences and standard deviations for self-reported addicted and non-addicted students. (*Scheffe adjusted for multiple comparisons)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Addicts Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Non-Addicts Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>p*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hours/Week</td>
<td>8.02</td>
<td>4.13</td>
<td>4.32</td>
<td>4.80</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>App Launches/Week</td>
<td>1059.55</td>
<td>287.7</td>
<td>592.81</td>
<td>249.76</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apps Installed</td>
<td>139.67</td>
<td>50.77</td>
<td>103.50</td>
<td>41.32</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apps Uninstalled</td>
<td>44.08</td>
<td>50.38</td>
<td>32.94</td>
<td>27.96</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education (min/wk)</td>
<td>2.79</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>2.09</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td>0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Email (launches/wk)</td>
<td>2.19</td>
<td>2.46</td>
<td>1.86</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Email (min/wk)</td>
<td>46.16</td>
<td>23.56</td>
<td>27.99</td>
<td>15.48</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Email (launches/wk)</td>
<td>60.86</td>
<td>43.44</td>
<td>31.97</td>
<td>19.31</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entertainment (min/wk)</td>
<td>5.94</td>
<td>10.20</td>
<td>16.45</td>
<td>15.62</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entertainment (launches/wk)</td>
<td>6.66</td>
<td>10.07</td>
<td>1.61</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facebook (min/wk)</td>
<td>77.87</td>
<td>51.24</td>
<td>24.76</td>
<td>23.13</td>
<td>.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facebook (launches/wk)</td>
<td>45.81</td>
<td>29.77</td>
<td>20.96</td>
<td>22.47</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Games (minutes/wk)</td>
<td>104.30</td>
<td>106.70</td>
<td>81.18</td>
<td>94.34</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Games (launches/wk)</td>
<td>14.89</td>
<td>12.23</td>
<td>19.39</td>
<td>33.15</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text Messages (minutes/wk)</td>
<td>161.30</td>
<td>93.21</td>
<td>119.13</td>
<td>80.22</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text Messages (launches/wk)</td>
<td>189.17</td>
<td>99.88</td>
<td>87.18</td>
<td>46.77</td>
<td>0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Web (minutes/wk)</td>
<td>70.66</td>
<td>36.61</td>
<td>33.86</td>
<td>34.39</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Web (launches/wk)</td>
<td>34.95</td>
<td>17.51</td>
<td>15.77</td>
<td>12.32</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In order to better understand how four of these specific applications were accessed longitudinally, Time per Interaction (TPI) rates were calculated for Mail, Facebook, Safari, and Messages applications and analyzed for each user. TPIs represent the number of seconds users spent on particular applications for each launch (TPI = Duration in Seconds / # Launches). Lower TPIs reflect application usage that is shorter in duration and more frequently launched. Conversely, longer duration usage with less frequent application launches would yield higher TPI. NAs show higher TPI for Mail ($p<.015$), Facebook ($p<.001$) and Messaging ($P<.001$), while no difference between NAs and SAs exist for Safari TPI ($p=.63$). TPIs across the duration of the study are shown in Figure 1.
B. Problematic addiction

Although there was high variability across users, the one individual who reported a problematic addiction to smartphone use was well beyond three standard deviations from the upper hinge in volume of usage. This participant reported that checking the smartphone was an uncontrollable urge and yielded an average of 122 application launches per day, equivalent to launching an application every eight minutes over the course of a normal 16 hour day. The Web was the most frequently launched application, and use was concentrated on just a few specific sites (one was adult oriented). These few sites were visited over 3,000 times throughout the course of the study (8.2 visits/day) starting almost immediately after we handed out the phones. Perhaps most surprising was this participant’s rate of sending and receiving text messages. During the five busiest months, this participant averaged 220 text messages sent and received per day (one every four minutes).

IV. Discussion

We found that more than half of our users self-reported an addiction to their iPhone to at least some degree. These users launched applications on their devices much more than the other users that reported they were not addicted. Additionally, their average usage was two times more than their NA peers. At the broadest level, this study suggests that users who accessed their device more and for longer periods of time are aware of their addictive behavior and, in general, did not think it was problematic. Additionally, lower TPI rates exhibited by SA users for mail, Facebook and Messaging suggest that smartphones seem to afford short and fragmented interactions perhaps leading to habitual patterns of usage that may become difficult to control over time.

Participant reports suggest this is due to habitual checking behaviors, a finding supported by other research [25]. However, an alternate explanation is that NAs could have used these applications for more productive reasons related to the function of the application than did SAs. For example, using the Mail application to view a new message or compose an email is a more utilitarian use of the application that requires more time relative to habitual checking of any new emails that have arrived. It might also be that SA participants could have saved longer tasks such as composing or reading a long message for larger format computers (e.g., a laptop).

We are unable to say for certain what is driving the differences in TPI rates in these most popular applications. However, it appears that lower TPIs are one important indication of smartphone addiction. Time-inconsistent preferences and automaticity are two theories that provide underlying support for this type of habitual and unconsciously automatic behavior [26, 27]. Web TPI did not show this trend, and this might be because the longer average session times for the web attenuate the effect.

Specific application usage discriminated users that perceived themselves as more addicted to their smartphones compared to others. To our surprise, game-playing did not discriminate addicted users from non-addicted users. Instead, the web, Facebook, SMS, and Mail were the applications that were used more by SAs compared to NAs. It could be argued that the SA users in this study were not addicted to these apps at all, but rather were instead exhibiting a (normal) desire to stay connected to their friends, and that NAs were actually low
on social needs of this type. This persistent checking of the phone might be viewed by these SAs as being analogous to maintaining a conversation in a room full of friends. This might also suggest that SAs were simply more connected socially than NAs. However, this hypothesis was not reflected in the number of friends they contacted via their phones. Survey and logged data showed no differences between SAs and NAs in their number of Facebook friends ($p = .83$) or Mail contacts ($p = .79$). Of course, they could have been more connected in the type or depth of these relationships; we did not collect these kinds of data.

Telemetric data did reveal that SAs opened either Facebook or Mail applications before other applications when using their iPhones. Specifically, SAs accessed at least one of these two applications immediately after turning on their iPhones 72% of the time. NA interactions with their iPhones that started with one of these two applications only occurred 48% of total usage. This behavior pattern suggests that SA users were habitually checking these two applications, as compared to NAs who launched a wider range of applications immediately after accessing their device.

The problematic SA user reported that phone checking satisfied an uncontrollable urge, but some level of this urge was evident across all SA participants. In a sense, the smartphone itself did not seem like the source of the addiction, but rather the content to which the phone provides access. Similar to previous studies on internet addiction [24], the smartphone seemed to be a vehicle to addictive content and not the cause of the addiction itself.

We believe that this is a difference without a distinction - smartphones allow for continuous access to the Internet, and so users can utilize the technology satisfy their urges to access content in most personal and professional environments. In this sense, the fact that the smartphone is ubiquitously available could feed the addiction to an individual’s content of choice. Previous addictions that could only be fed at a desktop can now be satisfied whenever and wherever one gets the urge.

Although the benefits to these devices to support humans are well established (e.g., in education [28] and medicine [29]), our results show that this continuous access could afford more addictive behaviors in a wider variety of settings. Indeed, users no longer need a sustained period of time, access to electrical outlets, or a full computer to get their email or Facebook “fix” but can simply reach into their pockets and pull out an engaging device to achieve the same end. With this in mind, smartphones as a persistent enabler should be of note to clinicians. To some degree, we believe that the device, and the related content providers, share some of the responsibility for these emerging addictive behaviors. Content is constantly updated, email is received at a steady pace and social media posts appear with high regularity, and this information push promotes these behaviors. Consider the time before this always-available platform; the newspaper arrived once a day (or twice in large cities), mail was delivered once a day and social conversations were confined to those occasions when you happened to be in the physical presence of your close acquaintances. Smartphones, and their access to constantly changing information has altered people’s access to information, and this may be why these addicting behaviors have begun to emerge.

On the other side of the coin, both NA and SA participants reported their devices were helpful to fill dead-time, keep in touch with their social network when lonely, and act as their continuous companion. These positive aspects of smartphones should not be ignored. Smartphones provide access to helpful resources in a number of contexts, in addition to addictive content, that can be helpful for a wide range of problematic thoughts and behaviors. Our research agrees with [30], suggesting that smartphones can be harnessed to promote positive behaviors and, perhaps, in the near future, be used as a sensor to help to this end. We purport that qualitative research like [30], as well as combined quantitative and qualitative studies described here, will be helpful to make this future a reality.

A. Limitations

This was an exploratory study using a blended approach and there are several limitations to the results presented above. First and foremost is the small sample size. Clearly, the 34 users assessed here are quite small in number and not completely representative of the larger population of smartphone owners in terms of their demographics and context of use. Indeed, college students are a particularly vulnerable group to this type of addiction [31, 32]. However, the telemetric usage data presented here provides more depth and precision than typical survey-based research and helps to mitigate the small sample size [19]. The sample size also provided enough power to detect differences between groups.

Second, we relied on self-reports for parts of our data collection. There are well-known concerns about these kind of data [18], but believe those problems are mostly mitigated in this research because we did not ask for estimates of quantifiable behaviors (e.g. “How often do you check your message per day?”) as those data were collected by the device itself. Rather, we asked more qualitative questions that require human interpretation to answer (e.g. “how difficult do you find it to switch off your smartphone?”). Finally, as pointed out in the introduction, there are particular challenges with the term “addiction”. We use the term in this paper, because it is the term used in much of the literature describing excess use of technology. Indeed, even the measurement scales used to assess this overuse have the word addiction in their titles [21, 22]. We make no claims to the clinical diagnosis of smartphone addiction, as it is not currently included in the DSM-5, but instead rely on its colloquial use as a common description of behaviors that are at once reinforcing and potentially problematic.

V. Conclusions

In conclusion, we explored the topic of smartphone addiction using an emerging naturalistic and longitudinal telemetric approach. These data should be interpreted with caution due to the small sample size and potentially more vulnerable demographic. Still, this study provides a first glimpse into the addictive nature of smartphones as indicated by real usage data combined with survey data. This kind of behavioral logging data provides more precision regarding what addicted users actually do on their devices.

Future studies, with larger sample sizes, should employ a psychometric approach to understand the latent constructs that underlie these behaviors, the behavioral
profiles of SAs, and the psychological consequences of having a pathological-level of smartphone addiction. Correlating psychometric data with specific aspects of smartphone usage seems to be an interesting way ahead.

Finally, this research raises particular questions about future directions for clinical psychology. Should technology and analytics be used to help predict and treat behavioral disorders? It could be that these kinds of analytics collected from a smartphone could be used to diagnose or predict the onset of certain disorders and provide interventions and treatments.
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